A methodology for the recognition of human activity in a video sequence based on Gabor wavelet transform (GWT) and Ridgelet transform (RT) is presented in the paper. The scale and rotation invariant property of GWT and orientation dependent property of RT is used to determine the feature space that represents a particular human activity. GWT and RT are applied on the key pose of activity and both techniques offer the analysis of image sequences at different level of resolution. The proposed methodology is validated on the challenging publicly available dataset and the accuracy of the method is calculated in terms of average recognition rate (ARR). The performance of the methodology is compared with the similar state-of-the-art and gives the improved performance in comparison with the others technique.
Introduction
Efficient representation and classification of human activity is a key research field in computer vision with significant applications 1 , such as human-machine interfaces, robotics, and video surveillance. The most promising application is in automated video surveillance systems as required in many offices, where safety is out most important or as in hospitals for monitoring of patient's activity and also in public places like railways stations and airports, which require detection of suspicious and abnormal behavior of the person. The objective of human action analysis is to recognize the human action in an unprecedented video, which is a complex and challenging task. The main challenges present are the similarity between different action classes, the view point based observations, occlusion of the human body, clustered background and temporal variation in the video 4, 13 . Therefore, our main aim is to develop a novel algorithm which can efficiently represent and label the human action.
There are basically two different categories of features extracted from a video sequence i.e. Shape feature or motion feature. Motion feature consist of features like motion history images (MHI) or motion energy images (MEI), spacetime trajectories and optical flow 1, 2, 3 . Shape based feature consist of edge information and different local descriptor used for this purpose are SIFT, HOG, DFT etc. The Spatio-Temporal Interest Points features is another category of features, which enjoy both shape and motion property of the features, but it is a very difficult to relate the point in space. The average accuracy rate obtained by these methods is not efficient enough to classify the human activity in a more complex and challenging environment. The main challenges present are the similarity between different action classes, the view point based observations, occlusion of the human body and temporal variation in the video 4 . S. Arivazhagan et al. 5 presented an approach of analysis of different patterns using multi resolution at various scales and orientations. For the representation and classification of different textural pattern, a GWT based method is used for representation and for effective classification the minimum distance classifier is used. It also describes about the rotation invariant measurement for classifying different texture images. Chao He et al 6 2002 explained about using Gabor wavelet based feature to represent an object in a given video frame. It defines the energy feature as the summation of all the GWT coefficients at a particular scale and orientation and concluded that highest energy determines the highest information content at that scale and orientation.
Minh N. Do and Martin Vetterli 7 introduced finite Ridgelet Transform to determine the edge information in the image. It provides the directional information in the image and thus being directional sensitive. RT is derived from Radon transform by applying discrete wavelet transform to each of the Radon's projection.
The human action dynamics state that an action could not be accomplished without the change in translation and rotation of the human body. These changes are reflected in images via variation of orientation, scale, and shape. Hence, we believe that by integration of orientation and scale based feature computed via GWT and edge based shape feature via RT gives an efficient approach to represent the human action.
Thus, in this methodology a unified way of integration of GWT and RT are presented and the performance of state-of-art is computed on the publicly available dataset. The computed performance is compared with other methodologies and shows superior result.
The remaining paper is organized as: Section 2 gives the details of feature extraction methodology and representation of the features. Section 3 consists of experimental result and discussion and finally paper is concluded.
Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology is divided in to two major steps I) Extraction of orientation and shape features II) Classification and recognition of human actions. The rotation and scale invariant features are computed using GWT and shape information based contour information is computed using RT. Initial pre-processing is required to determine the key frames from the video. The work flow diagram of the methodology is given in Fig. 1 . The video may consist of many inappropriate frames that may not consist of human or may consist of a human that might be entering the frame, thus proper computation is required for determining appropriate frames from the video. The key frames are determined by considering the frames in which the human body is completely present in the video sequence. If the human body is along any of the boundary of the video sequence we consider it as an inappropriate frame. The image is then cropped from the key frames to bind the human body for determining features.
Gabor Wavelet Transform
A Gabor function is formed by multiplying a plane wave with a Gaussian function and a Gabor function forms a non-orthogonal basis sets with its 2D function as the mother wavelet that can be determined at different scales and orientation. The most significant geometric properties determined by Gabor filter are spatial locality, spatial frequency characteristics and orientation selectivity. Due to these attributes the GWT features are used to depict the human body in a video sequence.
A 2D Gabor filter is defined as S. Arivazhagan et al 5 , which consist of oscillating frequency :
(1) Where,
The function is the 2D Gaussian function, which acts as an envelope for the complex sinusoidal harmonic 2D signal. The key parameters ( , ) of GWT are determined with the help of oscillating frequency . For an input image , GWT gives a set of images of combination of different scales and orientations and expressed as:
Where are the mask sizes of the Gabor filer and represents the scale and orientation respectively of the mother wavelet function , where is the complex conjugate. The Gabor wavelet filter bank is acquired from the rotation and dilation of the ' ' and is defined as:
The GWT is obtained by the generating function as The Gabor wavelet is considered in the experiment is at 5 different scales and 8 different orientations, thus a total of 40 filters are used to filter the image. The value of varies from 0, , , , , and .
Gabor Feature Extraction
Gabor features are estimated in terms of mean and variance of filtered image and these estimated parameters are used to represent the filtered images at various scales and orientations. The energy content of the filtered image is computed for a pair of and as: (7) The mean and the standard deviation of all the transformed images are computed using the following equations.
(8) (9) A feature vector ( ) representing a particular image is defined using these statistical parameters of the filtered image as feature components and is given as:
The scale of 5 and orientation as 8 is considered in the experiment, thus a feature vector of size is used for representing a particular video sequence.
Ridgelet Transform
Wavelets are being used efficiently to determine the point information, i.e. a zero dimensional singularity is obtained from it, such as isolating discontinuity along the edge, but for complex information about the smoothness along the edge is not obtained. Thus, the concept RT is developed by M. N. Do and M. Vetterli 7 , to determine the singularities along the line. It transforms the point singularity into line singularity using the Radon transform and further representing point singularity by applying DWT on each of the Radon projections. The Ridgelet transform is directional sensitive, providing edge information in the image 7 .
Finite Ridgelet Transform
The finite Ridgelet transform (FRIT) is calculated as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the first step finite Radon transform (FRAT) of the image is determined and then in the second step DWT is computed on each of the Radon projection. . This is represented by Fig. 2 and expressed as:
Ridgelet Feature Extraction
FRIT gives a 2D coefficients to represent an image, thus it must be reduced to 1D space to represent a feature vector. This is obtained by square integrating the FRIT coefficients along each projection. Thus, for a particular projection the feature point is given by Eq. 14 (14) If we consider the image dimension as , the length of feature vector is as the number of projections in FRIT is . The FR for different activity key poses is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Experiment and Results
To evaluate the performance of proposed methodology an experiment is conducted using publicly available dataset, i.e. KTH Schuldt et al. 14 is used. The data set consist of 6 classes of human activities, i.e. running, jogging, walking, hand clapping, hand waving and boxing. Each action class is performed by 25 persons in four different scenarios. The video sequences for different activity is shown in Fig. 4 .
In the initial step key frames are deduced from the video by searching for the human presence in the video sequence. After the key frames are deduced, the image is cropped to bind the human body and then it is converted to a fixed size of , as 67 is a prime number which is a prerequisite for finite radon transform. From each video 20 frames were taken based on the higher energy concept. In the initial step 180 training images were taken from 9 training videos. Gabor wavelet transform feature applied on 5 scales and 8 orientations provides feature provides a feature vector of size and finite Ridgelet transform gives a feature vector of size . The wavelet used in obtaining FRIT coefficient from FRAT is daubechies wavelet. These FRAT features are then deduced from it as explained in the previous section. Both the features are concatenated to give the feature vector to represent a particular pose in the video sequence. The dimension of the obtained feature vector is for a single video sequence and for a class of activity is . Thus, a bag of features are created for each class of activity. The training data consists of 20 images from a single video of any class of activity. The results are then calculated by testing each class of activity. The recognition rate of various classes is deduced in the bar chart shown in Fig. 5 .
The ARR come out to be 96.66%, which is much higher than the previously received accuracy by different techniques. The results are compared with the previous existing techniques in Table1. The Table 1 shows that our method is superior with respect to the other techniques. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a multi features fusion based technique is implemented for efficient representation of human pose of a human activity. The features computed are GWT based orientation and scale of the pose and RT based shape of the silhouettes. The combination of these features gives a novel approach for activity recognition and the performance of the integrated descriptor is evaluated on publicly action dataset, which gives improved performance. The accuracy of the methodology is reported 96.66% on KTH dataset.
In future, the work can be verified on complex as well as varied data sets to further check the robustness of the system and to acquire better and more accurate results. Hence, the proposed framework can be used in future for more realistic situations and environments.
